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Introduction
At ExCeL London, we are passionate
about creating a meaningful and
inspiring legacy. We need to uphold
values that support our neighbours
and the London Borough of Newham,
ensuring that we have a positive impact
on the local community and the world
around us.

Our vision is to be the home of world-leading
events. In 2018, we hosted 440 events,
welcoming 4 million guests and 40,000
exhibiting companies, from every corner of
the globe. Events hosted with us ranged from
award-winning exhibitions and corporate
brand showcases to international association
meetings, exams, religious celebrations and
location shoots.

The ExCeL legacy forms an important part of
our strategy and we are proud to present this
annual report, detailing what we’ve achieved
throughout 2018.

Each year, what happens at ExCeL generates
£4.5bn in economic impact for London, drives
25% of the Capital’s inbound business tourism
and supports 37,600 jobs.

This year, we were able to develop an even
closer relationship with Community Food
Enterprise (CFE) to try and address the
increasing need for food donations across
Newham.

Our journey is ongoing. We are always keen to
explore new ways in which we can develop our
strategy to increase the positive impact we can
have on the world around us.

We have also responded to the growing
global crisis of managing single-use plastic;
identifying ways in which our venue can
reduce the amount of plastic waste generated,
whilst making it easier for our guests to make
sustainable choices.

Section 1 - Giving something back:
ExCeL is committed to having a positive impact on the area that surrounds us. For us, this means building relationships with local partners to
deliver long-lasting benefits for our local community.
Our two long-term charitable partners are NASSA (Newham All Star
Sports Academy) and CFE (Community Food Enterprise).

If you have ideas or suggestions that you
would like to share, I would encourage you to
get in touch. Please send your feedback to:
marketing@excel.london

Jeremy Rees
CEO, ExCeL London
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Section 01

Giving
something
back

ExCeL is committed to having a
positive impact on the area that
surrounds us. For us, this means
building relationships with local
partners to deliver long-lasting
benefits for our community.
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Our two long-term charitable partners are
NASSA (Newham All Star Sports Academy)
and CFE (Community Food Enterprise).
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NASSA (Newham All
Stars Sports Academy)
ExCeL has been a valued partner of
Newham All Star Sports Academy
(NASSA) for a number of years.

NASSA works with children across Newham
and the surrounding areas to provide sports
coaching, training and after school and holiday
activities to help build ambitious, successful
and responsible young adults and provide
a real alternative to engaging in anti-social
behaviour.

CABNAB
In 2008, NASSA set up a campaign
entitled ‘Carry A Basketball, Not A
Blade’ — CABNAB for short.
It was set up by NASSA player Anthony
Okereafor after the sudden and tragic death
of two of his friends from knife crime within
weeks of each other. Anthony wanted to do
something to tackle the growing issues of knife
crime, gang activity and anti-social behaviour.
Each year, NASSA hosts a CABNAB
anniversary event, which symbolically includes
a match between a Met Police team and a
NASSA team to show the strength of working
together in the community. The match is
preceded by a minute’s silence and the
poignant shooting of a basketball hoop for
every young life lost as a direct result of knife
crime in the London Borough of Newham over
the previous year.

NASSA and ExCeL
The funding that ExCeL has provided
had enabled the NASSA team to reach
out to hundreds of young people in the
area around the venue.
They have been able to offer them basketball
taster sessions in a fun, safe environment,
encouraging them to lead a healthy lifestyle
and educating them on the dangers of knife
crime and gang culture.
In the past 12 months alone, ExCeL funding
has allowed NASSA to run extra-curricular
basketball taster sessions in five local primary
schools. Each session has attracted 20-25
pupils in Year 5 and Year 6.
NASSA has also been able to run after-school
basketball taster sessions in Royal Docks
School and the Oasis Academy for pupils aged
14-15. In addition to enjoying the sessions,
the ExCeL funding has allowed 25 pupils to
gain Level 1 Basketball Referee and Table
Official qualifications, setting them on their
way to achieving their aim of volunteering and
working within sport.
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“ExCeL has supported NASSA for the past 10
years. That support has meant much more than
the funding which has allowed NASSA to thrive
and to help young people, many of whom are from
disadvantaged backgrounds, to foster respect in
their local communities. At NASSA, it is important to
us not just to make great basketball players, but to
make even better citizens of whom Newham and East
London can be proud. ExCeL shares that vision and
has helped NASSA to make a real difference.”
Natasha Hart MBE | NASSA Founder
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Community Food
Enterprise (CFE)
At ExCeL, food is at the heart of
our home, which is why we have
partnered with Community Food
Enterprise (CFE) for more than a
decade.
CFE’s mission is to work in partnership with
our local community to provide access to
healthy and nutritious food to those who
need it most.

“ExCeL London have been a key
supporter of CFE. Staff at ExCeL
have rallied round to collect tinned
food when we were short of produce.
At Christmas, we received toys to
give out to children who otherwise
would not receive any gifts. More
recently the venue has donated
surplus food which has enabled us
to feed additional members of our
community. We are thankful for
ExCeL’s support.”
Eric Samuels | Community Food Enterprise

“All the donations that we receive
are gratefully appreciated and
used by the local community who
rely on our centre as a food bank.
Everything we receive is used. So,
thank you for the support you give
us with the donations.”

Their work includes:
Nurseries and schools
CFE support healthy eating in schools
throughout East London, by providing
them with weekly deliveries of fresh fruit
for their tuck shops. They also supply
grocery provisions for breakfast clubs, in
infant, primary and secondary schools,
as well as vegetables for lunches at local
nurseries.

Community support services

Tracy Lambert | Community Cafe
Coordinator, RDLAC, Newham

Food waste

CFE supports community food projects
throughout East London by providing them
with a range of services including buying,
delivering and sharing resources. Without
this valuable service, many would not be
able to provide valuable service to their
communities.

CFE uses its infrastructure (vehicles,
warehouse space and distribution network)
to support the work of the Gleaning Network
UK by collecting, storing and redistributing
produce harvested by them from farms
throughout England. Whenever possible, we
also donate left-over food from events at
ExCeL to make sure nothing goes to waste.

Social food outlets

Keeping the ExCeL team healthy

To facilitate and promote healthy eating in
areas classified as ‘food deserts’, CFE have
developed a mobile food store, to provide
local people with access to nutritious food.

We also play our part by buying fruit directly
from CFE for our staff. This helps to reduce
waste, whilst providing CFE with an income
and our staff with a healthy treat!
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“I would like to say a big thank you
to everyone at ExCeL for all the
toys that were distributed to us last
Christmas through Community Food
Enterprise. It brought smiles to so
many children’s faces, whose parents
would never be able to afford to
treat their children at Christmas.”
Humera Ali | Refugee & Migrant Service
Worker, Refugee and Migrant Project
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Furniture donations
Old or disused furniture, which is no longer
needed, is donated to a worthy cause. Our
Operations Team donate chairs, tables, and
other items to Ghana, through a working
partnership with Bertrand & Co Consultancy
and the Members of Parliament of Ghana.
This donation helps deprived schools and
libraries in the region.

Sticky Wicket
Each year we enter a team into Sticky Wicket,
an industry cricket match that takes place in
aid of the Lord’s Taverners. The 2018 event
raised £50,000 to give disadvantaged and
disabled young people a sporting chance.

ExCeL in The Arts
Throughout the year, we support local
charities and schools with complimentary
event space. In the summer, we help to
facilitate ‘ExCeL in The Arts’, a summer
camp for 64 children and young people
aged 10-16 years; supporting over 60
families. Nine local people were employed
as arts workers and youth work experience
was provided for twenty young people,
aged between 15 and 18. In addition,
venue space is provided for the Ascension
Eagles, a local cheerleading group, on three
separate occasions throughout the year.
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On your marks,
get set, bake!
We’ve hosted several cake bakes
throughout the year, to raise money for
charities championed by our team. The
staff at ExCeL have baked, faked and eaten
cake for good causes including Primrose
Hospice, Help the Heroes, Macmillan
Cancer Support and Remembrance
Sunday, raising over £700.
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Events for Namuwongo,
Hope for Children

The big switch on!
Switching on the Christmas tree lights is one
of the most enjoyable moments of the festive
season. We sponsor the switch-on at Custom
House Library to ensure that all local residents,
young and old alike, can enjoy this event,
with festive music and activities to bring the
community together.

Events for Namuwongo (EFN) is a network of
events industry companies who support lifechanging work with vulnerable children in the
slum of Namuwongo, Uganda. ExCeL provides
complimentary meeting space to allow EFN
to host workshops and seminars, as well as
making a financial contribution towards their
work.

Christmas jumper day
Meeting Needs
Meeting Needs is a registered charity founded
by leading figures in the UK conference and
events industry. ExCeL provides an annual
donation to this charity, supporting projects
which receive little government funding and
aim to relieve hardship, poverty and distress in
the UK and around the world.

Every December, the ExCeL team ‘make
the world better with a sweater.’ Alongside
businesses and schools across the UK, we
don our daftest woolies to raise funds for
Save the Children; used to bring essential
food, healthcare, education and protection to
millions of young people around the world.

Newham’s Guy
Fawkes Night
Newham hosted an event for Guy Fawkes
Night, for up to 15,000 residents, at Silvertown
Square. ExCeL London were delighted to
sponsor this event, to support providing
a free event for the local community.
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Nurturing young talent
In 2018, we were proud to be the host
venue for London City Airport’s
annual STEM Day.
This event brought together some of the
best-known business names in the country,
to tackle the rising skills shortage in the
fields of Science, Technology, Engineering
and Maths (STEM).
An education and skills report, by CBI and
Pearson, reinforces the complex challenge in
encouraging the education pipeline to develop
more people with the right STEM skills.

“We were delighted to host London
City Airport’s annual STEM event
and recognise how important STEM
is to both the curriculum and the UK
economy. Events hosted at ExCeL
help to engage and inspire thousands
of people in the fields of science,
technology and engineering. We
hope that this event will help unlock
the potential within our local schools,
encouraging more young people to
pursue opportunities in these diverse
and creative sectors.”

In an eclectic range of sessions and
experiences, pupils saw the amazing variety
of ways STEM can be applied in the workplace,
including use of voice recognition, machine
learning, artificial intelligence and virtual
reality to help with construction management.
Following the sessions in the morning, the
school groups faced a business challenge
where they were tasked with developing an
airport terminal design.
The judges on the business challenge panel
included Aviation Minister Baroness Sugg;
Robert Sinclair, CEO of London City Airport;
Jeremy Rees, CEO of ExCeL London; John
Cope, Head of Education and Skills, CBI; and
Professor Hassan Abdalla, Dean of the College
of Art, Technology and Innovation at the
University of East London (UEL).

Jeremy Rees | CEO of ExCeL London

The Aviation Minister, Baroness Sugg,
attended along with representatives from
the sector including British Airways, NATS,
Accenture, Bechtel, BAM Nuttall, and the
Emirates Aviation Experience. The day was
also attended by 400 east London pupils
(aged 14-16) from 25 different schools.

“It is clear from today that we have
a wealth of creative talent. Events
such as this, along with our ongoing
work as part of the Year of Engineering
campaign, are vital in helping to
encourage more pupils to take up
STEM subjects as we look to build the
diverse and highly-skilled workforce
of the future.”
Liz Sugg | Aviation Minister

It is hoped that through this event, hundreds
of East London’s young people are inspired
to pursue STEM careers and consider the
different pathways to employment.

“At London City Airport, we are acutely
aware of the need to attract the best
engineering and technology minds to
meet the skills challenges of the future.
If we can do that locally, then we build
a sustainable workforce, and nurture
skills for East London which will be
critical for its continued regeneration.
Today is about reaching these school
pupils at a formative stage of their
education, opening their eyes to the
possibilities of STEM, and breaking
down historic barriers to accessing
these fields.”
Robert Sinclair | CEO of London City Airport
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Section 02

Caring for the
environment

We are 100% committed to tackling the challenges
of sustainable development and will continuously
evolve to implement practices that deliver
economic, social and environmental benefit.
In addition, we have taken significant steps to ensure
we work with our clients and customers to pursue, promote,
and develop sustainable events.
We undertake annual audits, both internally and
independently and are certified to both ISO14001 and
ISO20121, which are international environmental standards.

Internally, we have a Sustainability Committee, which
meets quarterly to discuss and monitor our CSR objectives.
Checks are in place to ensure that our procedures are being
understood, implemented and maintained and that we
continue to comply with legislation.
The Committee has championed and delivered several
projects that have significantly reduced the environmental
impact of our management office. This has included removing
all personal bins and replacing them with separate recycling
bins.
Our Marketing & Communications team also support our
CSR objectives. They are responsible for developing new
ways of promoting the venue and communicating with key
stakeholders, whilst reducing the print of leaflets, brochures
and sales collateral.
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Single use plastic
This year, we have been reviewing
our approach to sustainability with a
specific focus on single-use plastic in
the venue.

This has involved working with our food and
drink retailers and partners to reduce the
presence of single-use plastic in the venue
including use of:

Single-use
plastic straws

Single-use
coffee cups

Takeaway boxes

Plastic cutlery
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Single-use
plastic bottles

Policy on
water refills

Our catering partner, ExCeL London
Hospitality (ELH) is committed to
removing plastic bottles from sale in
our central boulevard. Moving forward,
water will be sold in glass bottles and
other drinks in cans.
Two water fountains have been installed, inside
our main entrances, enabling guests to refill
their bottles and reduce the amount of plastic
bottle waste.
ELH now offer a 10% discount on hot drinks,
for people using a reusable cup. Costa Coffee,
Upper Crust and Delice de France offer a 25p
discount for people using a reusable cup; whilst
Bagel Factory offer a 30p discount. All other
retailers are currently considering the steps
they can take to reduce plastic and incentivise
refills.
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Reducing waste
Events by their very nature can be
wasteful entities, with leftover stand
materials, packaging, brochures, bags,
promotional items and food waste
being the frequent offenders.
At ExCeL, we are committed to reducing the
environmental impact of the events that we
host. Our waste metrics are reviewed on a
monthly basis and we set annual targets to
continuously reduce waste.
Between January and December 2017, we
recycled 2,615.14 tonnes of waste (59.14%) and
created 1,806.58 tonnes of refuse-derived fuels
(40.86%) from waste.
To continue with these efforts, we focus on
continuously training our staff, particularly the
cleaning team, on waste sorting and correct
disposal. Recycling and general waste bins are
located throughout the venue and the ExCeL
management office. All cardboard, plastics and
paper are segregated on-site, with any residual
mixed recyclables segregated off-site.
At ExCeL, we provide disposal for our suppliers
and retailers on-site by providing the following
bins:

We recycle our waste through our on-site
materials recycling facility and the wormery.
The ExCeL wormery is the UK’s largest
commercial wormery, containing over
300,000 worms!
The key benefits of our food waste policy
include the reduction of:
• Carbon emissions as a result of transporting
waste from ExCeL
• The number of lorries travelling on already
congested London roads
• Landfill — volumes have been reduced by
approximately 90%
• Valuable soil additive which is then used for
landscaping across the ExCeL campus
• Minimal power usage
In addition to the food recycling policy, all used
vegetable oil is collected from site and turned
into bio fuel.

• Mixed recyclables
• General waste
• Cardboard and plastic cages — these
are sent to a recycling area where they
are baled
• Food bins — vegetable waste is taken
to the wormery
• IBC containers — to dispose of vegetable
oils and fats
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Increasing energy
efficiency
We have taken steps to improve
energy efficiency, which, in the last few
years, has included a lighting upgrade
throughout our venue and car parks.
The team swapped out old lighting, which was
consuming significant amounts of energy, for
LED eco-friendly lighting provided by Philips.
We estimate that the energy consumption
saving per fitting is 70% and we are
continuously monitoring their effectiveness.
Since then, we have taken further steps
to increase energy efficiency through the
following actions:

• We don’t use heating and cooling units
during the build-up and break down of
events
• Lighting is set to 50% during the build-up
and break down of events
• Lights are not switched to 100% until
30 minutes before an event opens
• Our clients are empowered to reduce
lighting levels in the events halls,
depending on their requirements
• We will continue to upgrade energy
efficiency with more sensor lights and
timers
• Every member of our team undergoes
training when they join ExCeL to ensure
they understand our CSR objectives and
can then help to implement and maintain
our policies
• Our operations teams are trained and
empowered to make decisions on energy
usage
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Section 03

Caring for
our people

People are our most important asset.
One of the strengths at ExCeL is the
team that works here and the longevity
of their service. A huge proportion
of employees have been with the
business for over 5 years and feel very
passionately about their roles they play
in delivering great service and helping
ExCeL lead the way in our industry.

Looking after our people
At ExCeL London our success is made
possible by the people who work here.
The passion, expertise and professionalism
of the ExCeL team are what make this
a great business to be part of.
As we strive for success, it’s our promise
to invest in our people and provide a range
of benefits designed to support everyone
individually.
We offer a comprehensive benefits
package to our employees to reward
their service including:
• Generous workplace pension plan
• Income protection (permanent
health insurance)
• Private medical insurance

Our culture

• Onsite wellness check

Everyone at ExCeL is united by a common
purpose. It’s what drives us to do our best
every day, working together to deliver the best
experience for everyone who comes to our
venue.

• Free onsite gym

At the end of 2017, we started on a journey
that we refer to as ‘Good to Great.’ This was a
cultural shift in the business, giving all ExCeL
employees a voice in how the venue was being
run and what could we could do to make
it better. Teams were brought together to
share their views via 10 focus groups with 161
attendees, 147 surveys, 15 one-to-one meetings
and a workshop with the entire company.

• Season ticket loan

• Free flu shots

• Employee care resources
• Online support, e-counselling
and Health Gateway

• Discounts at venue concessions

The results reflect everyone’s input and are
providing employees the opportunity to share
thoughts and feedback on future projects and
what will make ExCeL a truly great place to
work.
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Training and development
At ExCeL, we help to maintain and improve
employee development with a range of
opportunities including training courses,
apprenticeships and professional study.
To supplement on the job training, we offer
e-learning to enable employees to undertake
additional development whenever they want,
across a range of topic areas.

Human Rights
ExCeL agrees that businesses have
a responsibility to respect human rights
and act in accordance with internationally
applicable standards and we ensure that all
staff, clients and guests are not deprived of
their human rights in any way through our
business processes.
We support the UK Modern Slavery Act and
the duty it places on businesses to disclose
the steps that they are taking to tackle the
inhuman abuse of forced labour and human
trafficking.
We hold ourselves, our service partners,
and our supply chain accountable and are
confident that as a responsible corporate
business, we are fully compliant with the
provisions of the Act. We actively seek to
work with reputable partners and suppliers
who embrace robust, fair, and ethical trading
principles in order to minimise the risk of any
activities that may be linked to slavery and
human trafficking.
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Mount Anvil

Recruiting locally

The ExCeL’s partnership with Mount Anvil
is resulting in new property developments
within our 100-acre estate. Together, our
workforce for this development includes 14
Apprentices, 8 of which are local residents
and 40% local labour.

Each year, what happens at ExCeL generates
£4.5bn in economic impact for London and
supports 37,600 jobs. We, along with our
partners including the Aloft London ExCeL,
ExCeL London Hospitality (ELH), and Mount
Anvil, are committed to nurturing talent and
providing opportunities for local people.

ExCeL London
ExCeL employs 180 staff across 15 teams.
Our teams include Building Services, Cleaning,
Sales, Event Management, Finance, HR, IT,
Marketing, Operations, Sales Support, Security
and Traffic. Over 35% of our workforce live
in East London and we currently have two
apprentices.

ExCeL London
Hospitality (ELH)
ExCeL London Hospitality (ELH): ELH are
ExCeL’s exclusive partner to for the delivery of
food and beverage across all events hosted at
the venue. This includes both hospitality and
the retail concessions in our central boulevard.
77% of their workforce is based within 6 miles
of ExCeL.
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Aloft London ExCeL
The Aloft London ExCeL hotel opened in
2011, as a result of a further £50m investment
by our owners ADNEC (Abu Dhabi National
Exhibitions Company). Over 50% of their
workforce lives in Newham, with a further 14%
from the London Borough of Tower Hamlets.
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Section 04

Working with
our clients and
customers

We have taken significant steps to
ensure we work with our clients and
customers to pursue, promote, and
develop sustainable events.
Our procurement policy supports our
sustainability objectives, ensuring our
requirements for goods, services and utilities
achieve value for money, whilst minimising
damage to the environment.
Cost savings, reduced carbon emissions, less
waste, lower energy and fuel consumption,
improved health outcomes, more skills and
training, plus more contract opportunities for
small and medium-sized enterprises, are some
of the practical benefits we have considered
within our procurement policy.
To be truly sustainable, we also believe our
clients should work with us to run sustainable
events. It is therefore one of our main priorities
to ensure our customers are aware of our
sustainability objectives and that they help to
uphold our policies.

Our Event Management team champion this
objective during the planning and delivery of
all events and sustainability is discussed as
part of the initial planning meeting.
We work in collaboration to ensure all waste
is disposed of correctly before, during and
after an event, providing guidelines to our
clients. We have seen a reduction in waste
sent to landfills thanks to the role the ExCeL
team plays in educating organisers on their
responsibilities.
We measure the success of this objective
through our organiser feedback surveys, which
are conducted over the phone by an external
agency. In 2018, 75% of organisers stated they
were aware of ExCeL’s sustainability objectives,
exceeding our target for the year.
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Section 05

UN Global
Compact

In August 2007, ExCeL joined the UN Global
Compact. The world’s largest corporate sustainability
initiative, UN Global Compact is a call to companies
to align their strategies and operations with universal
principles on human rights, labour, environment and
global corruption.
The ten principles outlined in the UN Global Compact help to
guide ExCeL’s policies, demonstrating our commitment to help
achieve a better world.
ExCeL sets targets throughout the year. In 2017, our three key
priority areas were to reduce waste, increase energy efficiency
and ensure that customers participate in our sustainability
objectives.
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About ADNEC Group
ADNEC Group is an international venue
development and business management
company. ADNEC Group’s portfolio currently
includes the Abu Dhabi National Exhibition
Centre, the Gulf’s largest exhibition centre;
ExCeL London, the UK capital’s largest
conference and exhibition centre; the Al Ain
Convention Centre, a brand new development
in the historic city of Al Ain, Capital Gate, the
UAE capital’s iconic, gravity defying tower and
a number of hotel projects. In addition ADNEC
is master developer of the Capital Centre
project, the world’s first fully interconnected
exhibition lifestyle destination.
ADNEC Group is developing its network
both through acquisition and construction.
The company’s objective is to become
the world’s leading venue provider to the
international exhibitions, conferences and
live events industries by providing consistently
high standards of venue facilities, management
and client relationships, whilst capitalising on
the synergies which exist within a global
venue network.
ADNEC Group’s Executive Office is located in
Abu Dhabi, the capital city of the United Arab
Emirates.
www.adnec.ae

ExCeL London
One Western Gateway
Royal Victoria Dock
London
E16 1XL
+44 (0)20 7069 5000
info@excel.london
www.excel.london/sustainability
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